"In vain have I struggled. It will not do. My feelings will not be repressed. You must allow me to tell you how ardently I admire and love you." Elizabeth’s astonishment was beyond expression. She stared, coloured, doubted, and was silent. This he considered sufficient encouragement, and the avowal of all that he felt and had long felt for her, immediately followed. He spoke well, but there were feelings besides those of the heart to be detailed, and he was not more eloquent on the subject of tenderness than of pride. His sense of her inferiority—of its being a degradation—of the family obstacles which judgment had always opposed to inclination, were dwelt on with a warmth which seemed due to the consequence he was wounding, but was very unlikely to recommend his suit.  Chapter 34

Take: Quiz on Romantic period.

*Record: ___Vocabulary twist. . . Instead of 5 new words this week, write out the definition for "Pride" and find 3 -4 negative synonyms and 3-4 positive synonyms for the word. Include the definition for the synonyms as well.

Read: _(P)Continue reading Pride and Prejudice. By next week you should be up to Chapter L (50).

As you read, be looking for positive and negative qualities of pride. Take notes.

_(P)Lesson 21 (Stobaugh)

Prepare: _(P)for informal Debate Do you like Darcy? Do you think he has been judged unfairly by Elizabeth? Do you think his words in proposing to Elizabeth were appropriate? Do you think his letter speaks well for him?

Proposed: Darcy is a sympathetic and admirable character.

You are either Pro or Con. Be prepared to argue your side. Use evidence from this section of the novel. p. 128

_(P)*Write up notes to be turned in.

*Write:

_(P)Research paper. It is due Week 28-April 14!! It is to be 6 - 8 pages, d.s. etc. according to directions given in previous handout. You may e-mail portions or all of it to me at any time and ask me to review and critique. Your pre-final draft will be turned in on 3/12.

---Read your research paper aloud and be listening to see if your TS is being referred to in some way in EVERY paragraph. Is your paper a series of paragraphs each about a different element or is it a series of paragraphs which provide information which refers to, supports and proves your TS? Guess which one it should be?

---Ask: a parent to read your research paper and check it according to the above.

---(P)Write your Works Cited page and turn in for corrections.

---(H)Lesson 21 (Stobaugh) the second Critical Thinking, A. Be SURE to include an example of an author that wrote in each of these genres as well.


Prep: Be prepared to discuss:

---(P)Pride and Prejudice.

---(P)Week 1 students: Select a favorite passage from chapters 30 - 48 to share with the class.